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DRAWN QUARTERLY, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. S BEST GRAPHIC NOVEL OF 2013! Marble Season sometimes feels like one long,
seamless shot of budding love, brimming violence and suddenly struck friendships. This is a highly
physical, meta-Peanuts suburban universe in which adults are off-camera, but navigating other
kids is plenty harrowing. -Washington Post Best Comics of 2013 The untold coming-of-age story
from a contemporary comics master Marble Season is the semiautobiographical novel by the
acclaimed cartoonist Gilbert Hernandez, author of the epic masterpiece Palomar and cocreator,
with his brothers, Jaime and Mario, of the groundbreaking Love and Rockets comic book series.
Marble Season is his first book with Drawn Quarterly, and one of the most anticipated books of
2013. It tells the untold stories from the early years of these American comics legends, but also
portrays the reality of life in a large family in suburban 1960s California. Pop-culture references-TV
shows, comic books, and music-saturate this evocative story of a young family navigating cultural
and neighborhood norms set against the golden age of the American dream and the silver age of
comics. Middle child Huey stages Captain America plays and treasures his older...
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ReviewsReviews

Excellent electronic book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily can get a delight of studying
a written book.
-- Anastacio Kreiger DDS-- Anastacio Kreiger DDS

This ebook is amazing. It typically will not price excessive. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i recommended this publication to learn.
-- Rhoda Leffler-- Rhoda Leffler
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